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Revealing Social Infrastructures of
Time
Larissa Pschetz, Michelle Bastian, and Ryan Bowler

Infrastructures, when they are working smoothly, are
largely invisible to wider populations of users. Perhaps
none more so than the infrastructures that provide
time standards such as Coordinated Universal Time
(utc) – what we generally understand as “clock time.”
Yet, as anthropologist Kevin Birth notes, when discussing the role of the us Naval Observatory (usno) in
providing standardized time,
The usno is a place that every smartphone and gps
user depends upon, a place critical to the functioning
of ﬁnancial markets, a place that provides the precision
timing information for the coordination of weapons systems, a place essential to the management of big data
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and data mining, a place that supplies the astronomical
and timing information used in determining religious
prayer times for many adherents of many religions.
(Birth p.c.)1

The technical infrastructures of time are thus ubiquitous. This ubiquity is not, however, the outcome of any
“facts of nature” that would make time consistently
applicable across all contexts. Instead, it is due to
signiﬁcant work by time metrologists and others to
produce an infrastructure that meets the needs of key
users interested in precise time.
The organisations who produce temporal
infrastructures also reach beyond the members of
the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
(bipm), to include corporations such as Google
and Facebook who, when unhappy with aspects
of conventional time standards, develop their own.
Examples include Facebook’s Flick, a new unit of time
that is more suitable than the second for editing video
across different frame rates (bbc 2018), and Google’s
technique for adding “leap seconds” into utc, called
a “leap smear”. This suggests that at certain levels of
inﬂuence and global reach, it is possible to create new

1

See also Birth (2018).
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infrastructures for calculating and understanding time
as needs change.
In both the cases of time standardization and
creative technological solutions to it, there has often
thought to be little need for speaking for the social,
since the adjustments to time are so small as to be
largely unnoticeable. While the change from the Julian
calendar to the Gregorian calendar (a staggered
process that included a twelve-day jump in 1753 in
a number of countries) was widely recognized, the
redeﬁnition of the second in 1963, or the adoption
of utc over Greenwich Mean Time (gmt) in 1972,
had little effect outside of specialised communities.
Likewise, leap smears and ﬂicks work on the level of
microseconds (millionths of seconds) and so can be
introduced without public scrutiny.
One place where the social has appeared most
explicitly has been in debates in precision time
keeping circles over whether leap seconds should
be retained. Leap seconds are adjustments made
to utc to account for changes in the speed of the
Earth’s rotation. While leap seconds are important for
activities requiring exact location information such
as astronomy, they are difﬁcult to implement reliably
in computer systems where they have to be added
manually. In 2015, this debate reached the stage
of an international decision being taken at the itu
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World Radiocommunication Conference (wrc-15).
As those on various sides of the debate prepared their
arguments ahead of the meeting, the public came
clearly into view. Efforts to understand the social
issues of precision time keeping included consultations, such as a uk Public Dialogue on Leap Seconds
run by public consultation specialists Sciencewise,2
and commissioned social research such as Birth’s
(2013) study of potential effects on orthodox religious
communities. Speaking for the social in these contexts
involved investigating pre-articulated concerns from
scientiﬁc and industry stakeholders around cultural
issues such as links to natural cycles, heritage, religion
and spirituality, and intergenerational fairness (Silver
et al. 2014). In the public dialogue case, experts
took members of the public through key issues (as
identiﬁed by specialised stakeholders) and at the
end of the workshops attendees offered their opinion
on whether leap seconds should be retained or not.
These responses then fed into the ofﬁcial uk response.
Subsequent to the wrc-15 decision, the social as it
relates to technical temporal infrastructures appears
to have receded in signiﬁcance, the divide once again
2 See National Measurements Ofﬁce (2014) and Sciencewise
(n.d.), the latter describing themselves as helping “to ensure
policy is informed by the views and aspirations of the public.”
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arising between technical users who are regularly
engaged with adjustments and proposals, and the
public who are largely unaffected. As a result more
open dialogues are neglected, including ones such
as the value of adopting precision temporal infrastructures in everyday life, the mismatch between the
needs of precision time users and many aspects of our
social lives, how various social values might contrast
with the values embedded in the development of
such infrastructures, and, indeed, how time could be
designed differently to speak to these issues.
In our entry in this catalogue of methods, we thus
suggest other ways of unpacking the issues at stake
in our forms of timekeeping, ones which shift the
understanding of who is the expert on time and how
dialogues might be provoked. We describe a design
approach that we call Temporal Design and outline
three interventions. These interventions were not designed deliberately to speak for the social in the sense
that is put forward by this volume, that is, to bring
the social to the consideration of technical experts,
but rather to speak against widespread assumptions
that time is asocial and to engage wider publics in
conversations about how their values and needs
might be addressed, as technical users have already
come to expect. Nevertheless, these interventions will
be useful for those interested in speaking for the social
259
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in regard to technical time infrastructures, particularly
in provoking consideration of more varied questions,
and being open to seeking more complex responses
from those being consulted.
This kind of work of speaking for the social –
speaking for the social nature of time – is a necessary
step in broadening out conceptions of who the
stakeholders are in time-keeping infrastructures, since
in everyday life the fact that time can be redeﬁned
and remade is largely unknown. Instead, common
sense notions of time as uniform, accelerated,
external to human practices, and often imposed
on people, highly inﬂuence understandings of time.
When problems arise with time, the task is largely to
recalibrate ourselves to utc via various time management techniques and self-disciplines (Sharma 2014).
The option of questioning our deﬁnitions of time is not
on the table. The idea that time is a ﬁxed universal
is thus both socially problematic and fundamentally
inaccurate. Both the technical systems that produce
time, and the experiences of time across wider
societal landscapes, are far more complex. Time is
not neutral but, as the leap second debate demonstrates, is given meaning and embedded with values
according to different contexts, social and material
relationships.
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Our temporal imaginary, where time is seen as universal rather than infrastructural, is ripe for challenge.
However, we need methods that can confront the
reiﬁcation of critical aspects of our lives as non-social
universals, enabling them to be reconceived as social.
Just as movements around participatory mapping and
critical cartography challenged the exclusion of the
social, opening up questions around who should make
decisions over how space is represented, produced
and understood, Temporal Design is an approach
that seeks to socialize temporal practices by gathering
together wider and more varied groups to explore how
time might be represented, produced and understood.
We thus seek to attune designers and technical
experts to the possibilities of wider social implications
for all manner of design decisions that affect time and
timing. We also seek to encourage designers to think
beyond issues of pace (acceleration), direction (past,
future, present), and subjective experience which have
so far dominated the discussion. Temporal Design, in
contrast, looks at time as emerging out of relations
between cultural, social, economic, and political
forces (Pschetz and Bastian 2018). This pluralist
perspective can help to reveal how some infrastructures of time prevail over others. In this way, the ability
to redesign time based on emerging needs opens up
beyond corporate giants such as Alphabet, Microsoft,
261
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and Facebook, to be explored within more varied
social contexts. We thus hope to encourage wider
recognition of the fact that time is designed and can
be redesigned, while also broadening understandings
of who has a stake in how time is deﬁned.
In order for infrastructures of time to be redesigned, however, ﬁrst it is necessary to recognize
that speaking for the social in these contexts cannot
rest on educating members of the public in current
techniques, or asking them to comment on predetermined topics, as seen in the Leap Seconds dialogue.
Instead, we would insist that any understanding of
the social implications of infrastructural decisions
related to time needs to take a signiﬁcant step back
and attend to how time is understood, lived and
given context beyond established infrastructures and
dominant narratives of time. It is crucially important
to remember that this rich temporal texture is hard to
reveal because the temporal imaginary we discussed
above has such a strong hold. For example, when
asked about time, people tend to reﬂect dominant notions of time as asocial, rather than the more nuanced
and complex experiences at play in their everyday
lives (Birth 2004). As a result, and as described in the
following sections, we have investigated methods that
would allow us to bypass both assumptions about
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time as asocial and the dominant critiques that mediate the narration of time, exploring the affordances
of design “probes” for revealing habits, practices and
insights that often remain implicit in people’s negotiation of temporal infrastructures.
Probes as a method to explore aspects of
Temporal Design
Temporal Design begins as an attempt to reveal differentiating nuances in temporality, often suppressed
by dominant narratives of time that are embedded in
infrastructures of temporal precision and universalised
clock-time. Here our temporal designs were formulated into three probes designed to generate visibility
with regards to temporal formulations that are rarely
discussed. Still, people navigate interchangeably
through varying temporal factors responding to
infrastructures designed for, and sometimes despite,
this more lived dimension.
Probes have been widely explored as an investigation method in design. Initially deﬁned as cultural
probes by Bill Gaver et al. (1999), the method offers
an open-ended way to gather insights into the lives of
the people for whom one is designing. Rather than attempting to speak for the social by training members
of the public to understand technical infrastructures in
263
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certain ways, or trying to elicit feedback on predetermined categories, as we saw above, this approach
allows a broader understanding of the social issues
involved. Design probes enable those being consulted
to respond in ways that matter to them and that
allow for the unexpected. The gathered insights are
then drawn on by the designer, not as a set of rules or
templates for the correct response, but as sources of
inspiration that might identify unmet and unrecognised needs. Indeed given that the public largely view
time as asocial, we have sought methods for eliciting,
and then reﬂecting on, experiences that participants
have largely ignored or dismissed.
In Gaver et al.’s initial experiment, the cultural
probes consisted of a package with a series of creative
prompts such as cameras, postcards, and maps.
These were distributed to participants as a way to
provoke “inspirational responses.” In the words of the
authors:
Understanding the local cultures was necessary [...]
but we didn’t want the groups to constrain our designs
unduly by focusing on needs or desires they already
understood. We wanted to lead a discussion with the
groups toward unexpected ideas [...] We were after
“inspirational data” with the probes, to stimulate our
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imaginations rather than deﬁne a set of problems.
(Gaver et al. 1999: 22)

Since then, the concept has taken many forms
addressing a variety of contexts. These range from
the development of pieces to gain insights into novel
technological designs to developing more elaborate
ways of exploring nuanced notions of subjectivity
and intimacy (Wallace et al. 2013). Boehner et al.
(2007) reﬂect on the different ways in which probes
have been employed and adapted in design contexts,
particularly in Human Computer Interaction (hci),
drawing attention to the epistemological aspects of
the method. According to the authors, probes should
not be seen as a technique for data gathering but as
an “alternative account of knowledge production”
that values uncertainty over the production of results
easily amenable to producing “well-deﬁned set of
requirements, themes, or insights” (Boehner et al.
2007: 1078–81). The aim is to produce responses,
not to produce data (ibid.: 1084). We argue that
three aspects of the method are particularly useful
within Temporal Design for revealing the rich temporal
textures of our everyday lives and for stimulating our
imagination about what temporal infrastructures
might involve:
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Aim: probes are meant to generate creative insights
into how a particular group interprets their context, in
a relatively unstructured way – a way that is also less
mediated by judgment, coherence, cultural clichés, and
expected narratives and interpretations (from both
probe designers and participants).
Format: probes make use of creative formats that are
intentionally designed to be ambiguous, open-ended,
aiming to provoke reactions (Gaver et al. 1999) and
access a creative attitude in the participants.
Interpretation: data generated through this method is
meant to be more insightful than representative (Wallace et al. 2013). Rather than accurately expressing the
vision of a particular group, probes serve as prompts
for a subtle communication between designers and
participants.

In contrast to traditional methods of interviews and
questionnaires, probes allow design researchers to
sidestep more conventional conversations loaded
with dominant moral assumptions around technology, such as ideals of efﬁciency and productivity,
and to speak for social issues that extend outside
these frames. In contrast to ethnographic methods
of observation and analysis of practices, the inter266
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preter of this data (the designer) is not looking for an
explanation of the phenomena, but for inputs that
support a creative process that, in our particular case,
goes beyond more common narratives of time. In this
way, the method is particularly apt for the three main
aspects of a temporal approach to design, which
consists of three design aims:
1. identifying dominant narratives and attempting
to challenge them so as to reveal more nuanced
expressions of time;
2. revealing nuanced expressions of time, drawing
attention to alternative temporalities, and;
3. tactically exposing networks of times so as to
illustrate, multiplicity, variety, but also social
constructs and potential inequalities (Pschetz and
Bastian 2018).
In the following sections, we describe three probe
interventions that attempt to reveal social aspects
of time in more complex ways, in line with the design
aims of Temporal Design, namely:
A. Tempocards (2015), which revealed the multiple
interpretations of clock time that might be held at
any one time (design aim 2).
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B. Memorial for Misused Time (2017), which explored
associations of concepts, meanings, and lived
experiences of “the best use of time” with ideas of
past, present, and future, (design aim 2 and 3),
and
C. Threads of Time (2019), which looked at negotiations performed between multiple times so as to
question notions of individual time (design aim 1).
In line with the creative probe approach, which
emphasises the speciﬁc, unique and intimate nature
of probe design, we would not suggest that these
interventions could be straightforwardly adopted or
repurposed. Instead they are offered as examples that
others might draw on if seeking to develop their own.
Tempocards
The Tempocards (ﬁg. 9.1) were made available to the
general public at an art gallery in Edinburgh during
the busy month of August, when the city receives a
high number of tourists. They were aimed at producing stimulus for a design workshop in September 2015
called “Temporal Design: Surfacing Everyday Tactics
of Time.” Relating to the three key aspects of the
probe method highlighted above:
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Fig. 9.1: A Tempocard.

Aim: this card exercise aimed to illustrate the multiplicity of responses that connect to one particular point in
time, revealing the mesh of activities and characters
that are hidden behind large infrastructures of temporality. This aim would be only achieved through the
collection of multiple responses.
Format: the Tempocards were printed on one side of a
postcard which was divided in two parts: on the left side
of the card, we presented an empty clock-face, and on
the right, we presented a ﬁeld that nudged participants
to write a word to describe the beholder of a particular
time or time more generally. The task was intentionally
left open and ambiguous, with the empty clock face
serving as a reference to temporality, but a reference
that encouraged a range of possibilities for response.
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Fig. 9.2: Sample Tempocard responses.
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Interpretation: participants contributed more than
500 responses (sample in ﬁg. 9.2), which ranged from
descriptive actions to creative expressions that depicted
reﬂections on temporal aspects of participants’ lives.
These included references to cultural symbols, regular
activities, states of mind, important moments in participants’ lives, protests, etc. They took the form of text and
multiple drawings that used the clock-face or not.

The completed cards were introduced to participants
at the Temporal Design workshop,3 where the material was analyzed in a variety of ways. This included
setting out the cards in a large clock face according
to the time indicated, reﬂecting on patterns or insights
this generated, and then developing and proposing
playful “temporal tactics” in response to the issues
surfaced by the stimulus provided by the Tempocards
(ﬁg. 9.3). These proposals varied from the illustration
of a scenario on a bus, where passengers walked
under a tunnel to leave old experiences of time
behind, to glasses that would promote temporal
lenses related to different activities (ﬁg. 9.4). These
proposals were speculative in nature, helping other
3 Temporal Design: Surfacing Everyday Tactics of Time, held in
the Talbot Rice Gallery, Edinburgh on the 28th of September
2015.
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Fig. 9.3: Temporal tactics.
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Fig. 9.4: Temporal lenses.
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workshop participants to deepen their understandings
of the variety of everyday tactics that are, or might be,
employed in relation to time.
Memorial for Misused Time
The second probe consisted of an interactive installation carried out during the 2017 LightNight Liverpool
arts festival which explored the theme of Time. We
called the installation Memorial for Misused Time.
Aim: the installation was inspired by the busyness of
festival time, when multiple events happened at the
same time and visitors invariably miss some of its activities. Seeing something contradictory in efforts to “use
time well” at a festival, which is often understood as a
break in conventional time, we hoped to celebrate time’s
misuse. This initial interest in the present time of the
festival was expanded to notions of past and future in
order to invite reﬂection on other scales of time, and additionally to a reﬂection and questioning of rules of time
that could be self-imposed or understood as deﬁned
by an external context. The aim again was to illustrate
the multiple associations with ideas of past, present,
and future held by the people that came together on
the same festival night and reﬂect these back to them in
more complex and nuanced ways.
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Format: the installation had two key activities. In one
activity we prepared three racks with the prompts:
“What do you miss… in the past,” “What do you miss…
in the present,” and “What will you miss… in the future”
and gave participants ribbons for them to write messages and attach to the respective racks (ﬁg. 9.5). The
ribbons made reference to multiple cultural traditions
of tying ribbons to trees with wishes, prayers and hopes
written on them in hopes of seeing them materialize. In
the other activity, we prepared rolls of paper and invited
participants to write the rules of time that they would
like to keep and the rules that they would like to throw
away (ﬁg. 9.7). Importantly, the LightNight organizers
located our installation within the Hall of Remembrance, part of the Liverpool Town Hall, which memorializes Liverpudlians who died in the First World War,
adding further layers of resonance for the participants.
Interpretation: In the evening we collected more than
350 ribbons (108 for past, 135 for present and 121 for
future) and more than ﬁfty rules. The majority of ribbons
referred to personal events in participants’ lives (ﬁg.
9.6). Other messages included economic and political
concerns, and more mundane aspects of everyday life
that change as part of a natural process. The rules of
time most often indicated desires for more free time and
a slower pace of life. Here the responses challenged
276
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our assumption that missing other events at the festival
would be a concern among participants. Instead, they
used the installation as a tool to reﬂect on different
periods of their lives and express deep emotional states
that are connected to life changes. Participants often
spent quite some time looking through the contributions
of others, and many described the experience as deeply
moving.

Threads of Time
The third probe was designed as a more embodied
experience to explore temporal connections and
temporal empathy across participants. This included
playing with the idea of time as a line, and referenced
inﬂuential philosophical discussions of time, such as J.
Ellis McTaggart’s (1908) description of event time as
beads on a string.
Aim: to discuss how participants move between times
and what are the forces that inﬂuence temporal decisions and understandings of different rhythms. The aim
was to challenge assumptions that individuals are solely
responsible for deﬁning their own times and rhythms according to better or worse time management skills and
to make this more explicit for workshop participants.
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Fig. 9.5:
Memorial for
Misused Time.
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Fig. 9.6: Memorial for
Misused Time (detail).
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Fig. 9.7: Memorial for
Misused Time: Rules to
keep or throw away.
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Format: the exercise was structured into three parts:
a) Times of the day walking exercise: Thinking of their
routines from ﬁve o’clock in the morning of the workshop day to the next day, participants were invited to
compress this and walk around the space, increasing
or decreasing body motion depending on their pace
and speed at that speciﬁc moment in time; b) Times of
the day brainstorm: Broken down into “Favourite times,”
“Times to avoid,” “Times when you forget about time,”
and “Irritating times.” Participants wrote situations
associated with these four prompts onto post-it notes,
then stuck the post-it notes onto circular artifacts, and
clustered related concepts. They then placed the circular artefacts on the ﬂoor so as to form a larger circle
reminiscent of a clock; c) Walking through times of the
day: Attached by an elasticated string, participants held
onto the metaphoric elasticity and tensions of time moving from a focus on their own times of day, to exploring
how they had to be negotiated with others (ﬁg. 9.8).
Conforming to a metronome, participants moved into
each time of day. If the ticking was slow, they perhaps
might spend more time in a circle that stated one of
their favourite times. If fast, they might move in and out
of the time circles that they wanted to avoid.
Interpretation: insights from the exercise where captured through notes and audio recording. Responses
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generated offered insights into the negotiations of time
that are generated daily. It revealed varying strategies
for using temporal rhythm to generate more or less
time according to a given situation. For instance, one
participant initially declared that they felt in control of
speeding up or slowing down time. However, after the
exercise, the same participant mentioned being more
aware of the “boundaries that you need to negotiate,
on a social, familiar or professional path that others
also walk” (Participant 1). In relation to waking up in the
middle of the night, another participant commented
that the “narrative of time can make a person feel
segregated” (Participant 2).These insights offer variable
and intriguing temporal perspectives that allow new
ways of designing and thinking about society and social
interactions.

Discussion
Rather than assuming that the public must ﬁrst be
educated about temporal infrastructures in order
to contribute meaningfully to debates about their
constitution, the probes utilized in these investigations
treated the public as already making, remaking, and
breaking temporal infrastructures in their everyday
lives. Our challenge was not to train attendees in
obscure technical debates, but to instead counteract
285
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Fig. 9.8: Threads of Time.
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the dominance of perceptions that time is asocial. Our
work thus focused on designing materials, prompts,
and interactions which could help participants in our
activities to reveal and reﬂect on the socially created
temporal textures that respond, co-exist, and confront
larger infrastructures of time. Through the Tempocards, participants expressed how clock time was
made to make sense within their lives. In the Memorial for Misused Time, they expressed deep personal
associations relating to notions of past, present, and
future alongside the reﬂections of others in ways that
spoke strongly to both writers and viewers. In Threads
of Time, participants discussed how times are negotiated across habits, preferences, and power relationships. The probes created a context that encouraged
temporal play and conversation, revealing a richness
of expressions that complicate and question concepts
of clock-time, past-present-future, and individual
power over time. The probes also created a sense of
temporal reﬂection for participants and researchers
alike to consider temporalities that stretch beyond
dominant narratives of time.
We would argue that speaking for the social in the
temporal realm is not about narrowing down conversations about time to address currently dominant
infrastructures, but about recognising the multiplicity
of temporal aspects that people encounter in their
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lives. Temporal Design encourages the acknowledgement of a “differential lived time” (Sharma 2014:
6), and the potential of these rhythms to challenge
and maybe even transform larger infrastructures of
time. When speaking for the social, we would invite
researchers to experiment with temporal methods,
such as the probe approach that we showcase here,
to build a language to understand incongruences
between peoples’ values and values that support
these infrastructures. When we lack methods to
reveal these alternative notions of time, it becomes
harder to develop wider social critiques of temporal
infrastructures, particularly beyond dichotomous
temporal counter-narratives such as fast versus slow,
or short-term versus long-term (see Bastian 2019).
Conclusion
Using probes to explore the unspoken socialities
associated with assumed universals enables varying
disciplines and social sectors “to start considering the
complexity of aspects that sustain the coordination of
particular groups” (Pschetz et al. 2016: 1), in this case
in the context of temporality. We have seen how within
this project, the probes further allowed for temporalities to both be seen as social and to be considered
and reconsidered by those often aggregated into
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“the social.” Offering an approach for engaging with
varying temporalities, Temporal Design provides an
example of a practice-based design-focused research
approach that encourages thought-provoking ways
of designing in a continually interchangeable complex
system of time, place, and belonging. Looking beyond
our examples here, we would suggest that the use of
probes as a design method allows for various parts
of society from governmental, civil, communal, and
educational, to generate conversations around concepts like temporality and the potential incongruences
between people’s values and the values embedded in
infrastructures of time. These methods call researchers to think beyond clock time, acceleration theories
and time squeeze conundrums to further develop
research into more complex interwoven dimensions of
time.
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